
2005 Advance-Decline T Update

In this Observation report I am summarizing my review of the big Advance-Decline T which has 
projected the rise from the late 2002/early 2003 low will last into 2007 despite corrections 
along the way.

A purpose of my current work is to refine the final projected peak date, which looks to big 
about September 2007 and then consider the Rate T forecasts of market lows along the pro-
jected bullish path as the primary T Theory tool needed to refine this long term forecast.

To present the analysis I will use two charts. The first graphic below, taken from my Decem-
ber 7, 2004 posting, located in the Archives, shows the successful projection of the first long 
term peak coming out of the 1929-1932 bear market. It makes use of the simple time equa-
tions needed to handle double bottoms as noted in that posting.

In my 1973 original T Theory publication I realized the center post of any T located in an eq-
uity price low that has multiple bottoms as per the 1932-1933 period or the late 2002-2003 
period, needs to have the T's center post placed midway between the earliest low and the 
latest low, if an accurate projected market peak is to result at the right end date of the T.

The early example in the first chart was my first chance to look back into the 1930's with ac-
curate data and verify the technique. It is also the first example of a new data approach I am 
researching. I was pleased to see the accurate projection of the peak at point D in 1937 be-
cause the big Mega-T concept which uses the Dow Jones Industrial Average to develop major T 
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forecasts from 1800 concludes that the 1929 peak was a major peak. Therefore the first re-
covery from the 1932 low area was destined to self-destruct at some point in order to allow 
the longer term corrective process inherent in the Mega-T concept to continue.

The fact that this T made the accurate projection is key to my future because the second 
chart which brings us up to date for the present situation has the same general picture. I am 
of the opinion that when the recovery is completed for the current Advance-Decline T in 
2007, we will see a similar self destruction in equities as the longer term negatives of US non 
competitiveness allow a massive and sudden correction to take place from the right end date 
projected by this T.

Of course there isn't any way to guarantee that the current market advance, forecast to last 
well into 2007 by T Theory, will in fact last until September 2007. However, in the present 
situation we do have rate T projections of market lows along the way to help us navigate past 
the dips that might confuse the validity of the longer term bullish projection. The projected 
low dates derived from my Rate T concept are taken from my T Theory Foundation study and 
graphically indicated for the 2003-2006 period at the lower right of this chart. If the remain-
ing July and October lows prove roughly accurate, we will have all the information needed to 
handle the remainder this year.

Come 2007 we will only need to add the new rate Ts that reach out into the new year and we 
will have the next series of projected lows. By then we will have seen the results of the next 
two 2006 rate Ts lows, and be able to gauge their accuracy as a primary tool in T Theory. We 
should also have the the first chance to look at the Kemp buying criteria coming out of an 
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oversold condition to gauge its place in the overall scheme of developing a buy criteria within 
a bull market.

When we get to the vicinity of the projected peak for this T, estimated to be around Septem-
ber 2007, I then want to seriously address the potential for very long Rate Ts to project the 
rough dates of future major market-lows. As you may remember when I first detailed the Rate 
T concept comments were posted stating that the very long Ts constructed in the 30 year 
bond rates had correctly projected major lows, including the late 2002 low. When I get the 
time, the next step will be to scan the 1978 to present history of these very long rate Ts for 
an estimate of the bear market low that should follow the current A-D T's projected Septem-
ber 2007 peak.

This should bring the state of T Theory up to what I want for the future. Advance-Decline Ts 
look reliable all the way from 1929 to the present, once one has identified the center post 
low of each new T. Rate Ts which are a much more recent development, look to be capable of 
finding most if not all lows, but the research is not competed as yet. The final step will be to 
incorporate a historical study of the Kemp oversold buy criteria once it has been researched 
more completely. At that point I think T Theory will pretty well cover all the needs we want 
for a practical approach to investment timing.

Before moving on I would ask anyone who is interested in refining the current Advance-
Decline T projected peak make the calculations and post the results as a comment to this 
topic. My data shows the left end of the T at point A, defined as the prior peak in the A-D 
Line, was April 3, 1998, Point B was October 9, 2002, and the final low at C was around March 
12, 2003.

If you locate the mid point between B and C and call it the Ts center post date, as my chart 
suggests, then the cash Build Up phase that defines the left side of the T last the number of 
days from A to the midpoint of B and C. All Ts require that the general market averages or 
other prices advance in the right side of the T for an equal time, so it becomes possible to 
estimate the final peak date at the T's right end. This date is only of technical interest now 
but the estimate needs to be made sooner or later. Alternatively use can use the time equa-
tion in the first chart. The results have to the same.

The eventual projected date that this bull market will peak obviously can not be guaranteed, 
but the big Mega-T forecast of an early 1998 peak and the S&P 500 projection of a mid 2000 
peak noted at the upper right of this chart and made well before the fact, worked well, so it 
should prove reasonably reliable. But for posterity sake I want to make the best estimate pos-
sible so that by 2008 we can look back and see how my best efforts came out much as I did 
with the prior big Ts.

The key point that I want to make here is that using big T projections for the equity market 
are considerably more practical now that we have Rate T projections of upcoming correction 
lows. Corrections which normally occur in any bull market typically hold at the 39-40 week 
(i.e. 200 day) moving average, shown here as the black line in the center of the red and green 
envelops. This is good to know from a historical perspective, but their seemingly random ap-
pearance over time makes us all nervous and often prevents maximizing one's rate of return, 



mainly due to the needed to continually offset the potential downside risk back to the 200 
day moving average which otherwise could "Happen At Any Time".

However once it is assumed the duration of the overall advance in the right side of a major T 
being fixed by what I assume is a natural property of investment trends, and the lesser 
counter trend corrections are also fixed in time by Rate Ts for the same reason, we can move 
onto the more practical question of maximizing price appreciation, rates of return, selection 
of best investment sectors, etc with the proviso that we must still correct for errors with 
"stops" (to limit losses) if and when something deleterious unexpectedly occurs.

In this more advanced T Theory view of major trends vs counter trends, the Advance-Decline 
Ts, Rate Ts and the Kemp criteria will combine to produce the best benchmark for aggressive 
timing at the expense of the Short Range Volume Ts. The Short Range Volume Oscillator Ts are 
still important and by June I will have to address the question of where the next projected 
peak prior to the next correction might occur. However it is now seen as undesirable to ad-
dress the question of any T's center post date (which is largely random in its time distribution) 
as part of any investment strategy because the rate Ts plus the Kemp criteria provide a more 
predictive estimate that gives the greater advantage when rates of return are considered.

To illustrate an example, let's summarize the T Theory forecast looking out a few months and 
point out why this combination of the A-D T and the Rate T provide the better approach, as-
suming we add "stops" for any unexpected behavior that is out of line with their combined ex-
pectation. In the chart we see the Rate Ts are doing a good job of projecting lows for the S&P, 
but of course they don't project the highs that precede the correction lows.

Well my response is that you can't have everything from one indicator but is it is reasonably 
true that it you are in a time period that has no Rate T lows projected, as we are now, then 
one might reasonably believe the investors are just putting a positive spin on the competing 
outlook for excellent corporate earnings growth (a positive for stocks) vs increasing long term 
rates( a negative for equity valuation). This optimistic outlook results in the steady over-
bought up-trend in the S&P which has pinned the trend at the top of the red envelop channel 
currently given as 1330 on the S&P as a statistical upside "very high" extreme estimate.

My prior forecast of this outcome was based largely on the rather extreme, and potentially 
risky assumption, that all market lows are predetermined by long term rate concerns that 
propagate through time from the left end of a Rate T to the predetermined right end date 
where investors suddenly recognize the risk to the maximum degree possible. My research 
suggest the operative concept is that all market lows can be defined as the point in time at 
which interest rate concerns are maximum and therefore the downside equity pressure should 
be at a maximum. Once past that point in time fading concerns allow equities to rise out of 
the low.

Right now rates are rising and represent a reason for concern for a market correction, but in-
vestors instead are concentrating on the strong earnings and the potential for a pause in the 
Fed's steady rate increases. But as we get closer to July, according to Rate T Theory , these 
concerns will begin to surface as the more dominate concern, and by October, the worst of 
the Rate T's negative effects should surface. I have written in detail how interesting these 



July/October twin rate T lows should interact, but basically the October low projection 
should represent the traditional 4 year low and market an exceptional buying opportunity for 
the next rally phase which should persist into point D later in 2007.

Of course before we get to the major low we need to refine the current rally and judge when 
its going to peak before the market corrects into the first July low. The usual way, via the 
Short Range T, isn't reliable at least for now because we can't locate the center post without a 
more clearly defined oversold condition. However there is another way, and using it, I chose 
to forecast the rally from the October 2005 low would likely last until June 2006 with the S&P 
holding its 55 day MA (now 1293) on corrections. This has been the case so far but we need to 
put a better target range of the date for a top.

One approach is to note that most rate T corrections last 1 to 2 months in duration, with 6 
weeks being about the norm. The correction labeled for "July" in the chart is technically pro-
jected to end August 11, so if we back track to the earlier top using a nominal 6 weeks cor-
rection, a late June peak results, which is about right for a guess.

The unusual characteristic is that in an ongoing bullish trend like the 1990's examples I pre-
sented earlier, Ts that start very softly often tend to finish on a strong note. I would hope that 
is going to be the case as we move through May and into June, but it may not occur unless the 
Fed pauses, etc. In any case, the Rate T tells us that a peaking in May would be too early un-
der normal circumstances but a peak in July would be too good to be true. So I estimate we 
will see the peak in the second half of June.

Moving on to the next rate T low targeted specifically for early November, the "bad phase" is 
likely during October but the peak 6 weeks earlier is most likely in September. The close prox-
imity of the twin projected lows make the next short range T potentially caught in a difficult 
situation, so I propose to switch my analysis to the Kemp criteria which should be at a more 
advanced by the end of Summer when we need it. If, as expected, an oversold condition well 
under the 55 day MA develops in July, the Kemp criteria may signal a trade-able low and the 
10 day MA of the volume oscillator should signal an upturn whenever the market is ready. This 
saves us the task of finding the next T's center post.

The new rally will generate a new short range T, but I would be inclined to simply look to the 
following overbought condition as a selling opportunity because it is again clearer from the 
standpoint of the Rate Ts, that any rally to a high level will almost immediately come at risk 
to the neighboring projected October low, which I would expect will produce the more over-
sold condition. Once we achieve a full oversold condition in the Fall, then I think the market 
will be ready to start a major new advance into the final A-D T peak at point D in the chart.

In summary then, a better way to look at bull market trends as projected by the right side of 
an A-D T is to simply assume the trend is bullish throughout the right side except of the 
roughly 6 week period that precedes any Rate T's projected low date. Then refine the trend 
based on what you actually see developing.

Terry Laundry


